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ABSTRACT
Adaptive Network on Chip Routing using the Turn Model
by
Jonathan W. Brown 
University of New Hampshire, May, 2013
To create a viable network on chip, many technical challenges need to be solved. One of 
the aspects of solutions is the routing algorithm: how to route packets from one component 
(e.g., core CPU) to another without deadlock or livelock while avoiding congestion or faulty 
routers. Routing algorithms must deal with these problems while remaining simple enough 
to keep the hardware cost low.
We have created a simple to implement, deadlock free, and livelock free routing al­
gorithm that addresses these challenges. This routing algorithm, Weighted Non-Minimal 
OddEven (WeNMOE), gathers information on the state of the network (congestion/faults) 
from surrounding routers. The algorithm then uses this information to  estimate a routing 
cost and routes down the path with the lowest estimated cost.
A simulator was developed and used to study the performance and to  compare the 
new routing algorithm against other state of the art routing algorithms. This simulator 
emulates bit reverse, complement, transpose, hotspots, and uniform random  traffic patterns 
and measures the average latency of delivered packets.
The results of the simulations showed that WeNMOE outperformed most routing algo­
rithms. The only exception was the XY routing algorithm on uniform random and comple­
ment traffic. In these traffic patterns, the traffic load is uniformly distributed, limiting the 
opportunity for an improved route selection by WeNMOE.
CHAPTER 1
Netw ork on C hip D escrip tion  and M od el
1.1 H istory
A network on chip (NoC) uses a regular layout of routers connected by wires. This concept 
has existed for many years and has been implemented successfully [1]. The most common 
layout of the routers is a 2D mesh (a grid) where each router has 4 neighbors. Because 
of this regular layout, many assumptions th a t do not apply to T C P /IP  networks can be 
applied to NoC. These assumptions simplify routing. For example, shortest path calculation 
is trivial on a 2D mesh.
In addition, a regular layout allows a router and its neighbors to be closer. This closeness 
keeps the connecting wires short and is important because when transferring da ta  through 
the network, wire delays now account for most of the latency. This is because the speed of 
the CPUs has increased, but the speed of the wires has not [2, 3]. Therefore, the closer the 
routers, the faster the chip.
A router’s memory footprint also directly affects the length of the wires. The larger 
the footprint, the longer the wires are to  connect routers [4]. Consequently, several NoC 
routing algorithms do not have routing tables or have small routing tables to keep the 
memory footprint small.
Even with a regular topology, NoC still requires a routing algorithm, mainly to  avoid 
deadlock and livelock. Most of the routing algorithms are based on a  2D mesh NoC because 
routing algorithms can be designed easily for this layout. Intel is one of the manufacturers 
of a 2D mesh NoC with their Single-Chip Cloud Computer and Intel Teraflops Research 
Chip [5, 6 , 7]. The Teraflops Research Chip implements a 2D mesh network with 80 cores
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and the their cloud computer contains technology to have upwards of 1 0 0  cores on a single 
chip.
1.2 N etwork on Chip
The network on chip is a regular layout of routers connected by wires. The rest of this 
section describes the model of a NoC used.
The layout of the routers is a 2D mesh where each router has four neighbors (north, east, 
south, and west) is shown in Figure 1-1. The wires connecting the routers are unidirectional, 
so a connection between neighboring routers uses two wires.
Figure 1-1: Neighbors of a router
1 .2 .1  N o C  R o u ter
The model of a router is comprised of five input queues, five output queues, and a  compo­
nent. The component of a router is a  hardware device that uses/needs access to the network 
(e.g., core or memory). The queues in a router are shown in Figure 1-2. Each direction 
(neighbor) has a dedicated input and output queue to service the wires. The wires transfer 
data from the output port of a router to an input port of a neighboring router. The last 
input and output queues are the connections to the component the router services. The 
input queues in a  router are usually small and the output queues have a size of one. The
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component is usually a processing core.
A router also contains logic to  decide where to  route data in the network using infor­
mation from surrounding routers; at the core of this is a routing algorithm. A routing 
algorithm is considered local if routing decisions are based on local information (e.g., the 
current node or the current node and some surrounding nodes). An algorithm is considered 
optimal or minimal if the route chosen for a packet always uses a shortest path from source 
to destination. An algorithm is considered non-minimal if there is at least one route used 
that is longer than the shortest path. An algorithm is adaptive if packets with the same 
source and destinations can traverse different minimal and/or non-minimal paths. Note tha t 
grid topologies usually contain multiple shortest paths for a  given source and destination 
pair.
The component itself also has a queue. This is the queue of generated packets th a t have 
not been injected into the network. Generally, the component will function a t a  faster clock 












Figure 1-2: Model of a  NoC router
1 .2 .2  P acket
The information/data that travels through the network is divided into packets. Each packet 
is made of flow control digits (flits). The queues in a router store flits and the wires transfer 
flits.
The first flit in a packet is called the head flit. This flit contains information for routing
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the packet to its destination. Usually this is just the destination address, bu t depending on 
the NoC, the head flit could contain more information tha t is used during routing. The next 
several flits in the packet are data flits, they contain the actual data th a t is to  be transm itted 
over the network. The last flit of the packet is called the tail flit. This flit signals the routers 
that the end of the packet has been reached. Figure 1-3 show the structure of a packet.
Tail Flit- ■  -Head Flit
Data Flits 
Figure 1-3: Structure of packet
1.3 N oC  O peration
The operation of a network is split into cycles, and during each cycle the same events occur. 
The cycle is constructed in such a way to allow a flit that is not blocked to  move across one 
router each cycle. This allows quick transfer of an entire packet if there is no contention for 
ports.
There are three major events th a t occur each cycle: packet generation, routing, and wire 
transfer. At the start of each cycle, the routers check for any new packets th a t a  component 
may have generated. If there is a new packet in the component’s queue, the first several 
flits are moved to the router’s input queue.
After the check for newly generated packets, a router will use the routing algorithm and 
route the packets. First an arbiter decides on an order (a priority) to  route the flits residing 
in the input ports of the router. Next the routing algorithm looks a t the first flit in the 
queues (in the order specified) and if the flit is a head flit, routes the flit.
Routing a flit consists of determining the correct output port to  send the packet using 
the routing algorithm. If the routing algorithm uses network state to  help determine an 
output port, the state of the network at the cycle the packet arrived a t the router is used. 
Once an output port has been chosen, if the output port is not being used, an internal
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connection is made from the input port the head flit resides in to the specified output port. 
If the output port already has an internal connection to another input port, the decision is 
saved and the head flit waits until the next cycle. This decision also creates a dependency: 
the input port waits for the output port to change state.
D eterm ining the correct output port may take several cycles if the routing algorithm 
cannot process head flits as fast as the network operates. This means th a t if the first flit 
in an input queue is a head flit, it may stay as the first flit in the queue for multiple cycles 
while the routing algorithm determines the correct output port. During this time, other 
flits are processed inside the router.
Once all the internal connections have been made, for each internal connection, the 
router moves the first flit in the input queue to the connected output queue. If the flit 
moved is a tail flit, the internal connection is removed so the output port can be used by a  
different packet next cycle.
The wire transfer moves flits from the output queue of one router to the input queue 
of a  neighboring router. All the wires transfer at the same time. If the input queue is full 
or the output port is empty, the wire does not transfer a flit. The wire transfer may also 
transfer state information of the routers to the router’s neighbors.
A packet is marked to exit the network when the packet reaches its destination. This 
occurs when the routing algorithm determines the correct output port is the output port 
connected to the component. The connection functions like other internal connections. 
However, the component transfers the packet from the router instead of a wire.
1.4 N oC  O peration E xam ples
The following examples show the the concepts described previously in Section 1.3 a t the 
cycle level (each figure shows the state of the router at each cycle, not after each event).
The first example, in Figure 1-4, shows how a single packet travels through a router. 
At cycle 1, the head flit of the packet arrives at the router. The number 3 by the head 
flit is how many cycles the routing algorithm will need to determine the correct output
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port for the flit. Different routing algorithms need different amounts of time based on their 
complexity. At cycle 2, the count is reduced to 2. The head flit (and therefore the rest of 
the packet) is waiting. At cycle 3 the count is 1. At cycle 4, the routing algorithm has 
determined the desired output port and the router makes the internal connection (the solid 
line). The head flit is moved to the output port and the wire transfers the head flit to  the 
next router. At cycles 5 and 6 , the second and third flits follow the head flit. At cycle 7, 
the tail flit travels through the router and the router removes the internal connection.
The second example (Figure 1-5) shows how a packet can wait if the requested output 
port is already being used. At cycle 1, the router has an internal connection from the south 
input port to the east output port. The packet th a t is using this connection (Packet A) 
has already transferred two flits. There is an incoming packet (Packet B) in the west input 
port of the router. At cycle 2 the third flit of Packet A is transferred, and the routing 
algorithm still needs two more cycles to determine the output port for Packet B. At cycle 
3 the fourth flit of Packet A is transferred and the routing algorithm needs one more cycle 
for Packet B. At cycle 4, the fifth flit of Packet A is transferred and the routing algorithm 
finishes operating on the head flit of Packet B. Since the requested output port, east, is 
being used, the router remembers this decision/intent (the dotted line) and the packet is 
blocked. At cycle 5, the sixth flit of Packet A is transferred and Packet B is still waiting. 
At cycle 6 , the tail flit of Packet A is transferred and the internal connection is removed. 





(a) Head flit arrives and routing starts
tWt
□ L  11
XLIT
(c) Routing continues, one more cycle
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XLTT
(e) Second flit follows head flit
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(b) Routing continues, two more cycles
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(f) Third flit follows head flit
(g) Tail flit follows third flit, releases channel 






(a) Packet B arrives, routing is started, 
packet A continues to be transferred
nW r-
rg s-i P
(b) Routing continues on packet B, packet A 
continues to be transferred
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■DD- ^  A
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/ - □ □ □ □ I
(c) Routing continues on packet B, packet A 






(d) Routing finishes, packet A has intent, 
packet A continues to be transferred
(e) Packet A waits, packet A continues to be 
transferred
D u
(f) Packet A waits, packet A finishes transfer, 
releases channel
(g) Packet A starts being transferred
Figure 1-5: Routing taking several cycles to process a head flit with the desired output port 
already reserved
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1.5 Challenges in a N oC
There are two types of problems in a NoC, problems the NoC could prevent and problems 
the NoC could not prevent. The problems the NoC could prevent are generally routing 
problems, mainly livelock and deadlock. Problems the NoC could not prevent are called 
faults.
1 .5 .1  L ivelock  and  D ea d lo ck
Deadlock and livelock are related to  how a packet is routed through a  network. Deadlock 
occurs when there is a  cycle of dependencies in the network. Said in another way, there is a 
cycle that can be formed by following the internal connections and intents in a router and 
the wires that connect the routers. The flits that are part of this cycle can only move if the 
flit that is blocking is moved, and the flit tha t is blocking can only move if the original flit 
can move.
A NoC that uses a router queue size of one with an algorithm that is not deadlock 
free will see deadlock occur faster than using a queue of size 2. The same thing happens 
with queues of size 3 and 4, etc. If the queues are infinite, deadlock cannot occur because 
eventually, all packets will be able to  move. However, infinite queues are not practical.
Livelock occurs when a flit is moving around the network and never reaches the intended 
destination. This can only happen if non-minimal paths are used and if the packet travels 
in a loop around the destination. If there is no loop possible, livelock cannot occur because 
the packet will eventually reach a destination, but the destination may not be correct.
1 .5 .2  H ardw are F au lts
There are two major types of hardware faults, permanent and transient. Permanent are 
usually manufacturing faults and never disappear. Transient faults exist only for a certain 
number of cycles then disappear.
An example of a permanent fault is a missing wire. If a  wire is missing, the routing 
algorithm needs to be able to route around the broken wire or the NoC will not work. This
9
is because the routing algorithm will detect the broken wire and not move the packet or 
will send the packet over the missing wire, but actually the packet just disappears.
An example of a transient fault is a wire th a t does not transfer flits for a few cycles due 
to an event in the environment. If this happens and the router can sense the fault, a packet 
can be delayed or rerouted.
A good routing algorithm should detect faults so no packet is lost and reroute packets 




R outing A lgorithm s in a 2D  M esh
There are several routing algorithms tha t can be used on a 2D mesh. This chapter describes 
the ones that are used for comparison against the proposed routing algorithm. For simplic­
ity, these routing algorithms do not use virtual channels. Virtual channels allow routing 
algorithms to time-multiplex physical channels. This has the effect of mimicking more con­
nections between routers than there physically are. Virtual channels are not considered 
in this thesis because of added complexity in the routing algorithm and extra hardware 
required.
2.1 The Turn M odel
In a 2D mesh, a packet can travel in one of four directions, north, east, south, and west. 
A turn is defined as a packet changing the direction of travel. For example, a packet could 
turn from east to north (_J) or south to west (<_^). W ith this definition, there are 8 possible





Figure 2-1: The eight turns in the turn  model
In [8 ], the turn model is introduced and it is shown that deadlock can be avoided if at 
least one turn from each cycle is disallowed in the routing algorithm. In addition, algorithms
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based on the turn model are livelock free. This is because, to  have livelock, a  packet must 
travel in a loop and since one turn  from each cycle is removed, loops cannot occur. The 
algorithms based on the turn  model may use either minimal paths or non-minimal paths.
2.2 X Y
XY is the classic routing algorithm for network on chip [8 ]. It is simple, deadlock free, 
minimal, not adaptive, and based on the turn  model. XY first routes a packet in the X 
direction then in the Y direction. Figure 2 -2 (b) shows the valid and invalid turns in XY. 
Dashed lines represent invalid turns and solid lines are valid turns. Two turns are eliminated 
from each cycle. This algorithm is also called X  first or static X Y  to  differentiate it from 
dynamic XY. Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo code for this routing algorithm.
A lgo rithm  1 XY
1 if a t destination th e n
2 arrive
3 else if destination is west th e n
4 go WEST
5 else if destination is east th e n  
e go EAST
7 else if destination is north th e n  
s go NORTH
9 else if destination is south th e n
10 go SOUTH 
u en d  if
2.3 W est-First
This routing algorithm is also based on the turn model. If the destination is to the west 
of the current router, the packet heads west then north or south to the destination. If the 
destination is not west of the current router, the packet can be routed adaptively along 
any minimal path. Figure 2-2(c) shows the valid and invalid turns in west-first tu rn  model.
12
-^ r Invalid Turn
 Valid Turn
(a) Legend
(b) Turns in XY
A A
(c) Turns in west-first
a  a
(d) Turns in negative-first 
Figure 2-2: Turns for algorithms based on the turn model
Algorithm 2 shows the pseudo code for west-first. The adaptivity of this algorithm is shown 
on lines 18 and 20.
2.4 N egative-F irst
The routing algorithm negative-first prohibits turns from a positive direction to  a  negative 
direction. Positive directions are east and south and negative directions are north and west. 
Figure 2-2(d) shows valid the turns in this model. Algorithm 3 shows the pseudo code for 
this method. Packets routed with this algorithm can be routed adaptively north east (line 
16) and south west (line 22).
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A lgorith m  2 West-First
1 i f  at destination  t h e n
2 arrive
3 e l s e  i f  destination  in sam e colum n t h e n
4 i f  d estination  is north t h e n
5 go NORTH
e e ls e
7 go SO U TH
s e n d  i f
9  e l s e  i f  destination  in sam e row t h e n
10 i f  d estination  is east th e n
11 go E A ST
12 e ls e
13 go W E ST
14 e n d  i f
is e ls e  i f  destination  is w est t h e n
16 go W E ST
17 e l s e  i f  destination  is north t h e n  
is go NO RTH  or  E A ST
19 e l s e  i f  destination  is south  t h e n
20  go SO U TH  or  E A S T
2 1 e n d  i f
2.5 Odd-Even
The odd-even routing algorithm [9] classifies columns as either odd or even according to 
the column’s number. The first column is zero and is even, the second column is one and is 
odd etc. The algorithm prohibits certain turns depending on what column the packet is in. 
In an even column, the packet cannot turn  north or south from west (Figure 2-3(a)). In an 
odd column a packet cannot turn east (Figure 2-3 (b)).
This algorithm is both deadlock and livelock free. The proof for this uses the idea tha t 
in any cycle, there must be a rightmost column. W hether the rightmost column is even or 
odd, a cycle cannot occur because of the prohibited turns. Therefore, no cycle can exist.
The added complication of odd and even columns allows the algorithm to  be more 
adaptive than other turn model based routing algorithms. Algorithm 4 shows the pseudo 
code for this algorithm. The adaptivity for this algorithm is on line 35.
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A lgorith m  3 Negative-First
1 if a t destination th e n
2 arrive
3 else if destination in same column th e n




s en d  if
9  else if destination in same row th e n




14 en d  if
is else if destination is north east th e n  
is go NORTH o r  EAST 
17 else if destination is north west th e n  
is go WEST
19 else if  destination is south east th e n
20 go SOUTH
21 else if destination is south west th e n
22 go SOUTH o r  WEST
23 en d  if
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A lgorith m  4  Odd-Even
1 Valid-Directions =  0
2 if  at destination then
3 arrive
4 else if  destination in same column th en
5 if  destination is north th en
e Valid-Directions <— (Valid-Directions U NORTH)
7 else
8 Valid-Directions <— (Valid-Directions U SOUTH)
9 end if
10 else if destination is east th en
n if  destination in same row th en
12 Valid-Directions <— (Valid-Directions U EAST)
13 else
14 if this column is odd th en
is if  destination is north th en
is Valid-Directions 4— (Valid-Directions U NORTH)
17 else
is Valid-Directions 4— (Valid-Directions U SOUTH)
19 end if
20 end if
21 if  destination is odd o r more than one column away then




26 Valid-Directions 4— (Valid-Directions U WEST)
27 if  this column is even and destination is not in the same row th en
28 if  destination is north th en
29 Valid-Directions 4—  (Valid-Directions U NORTH)
30 else















A i A Ik ;
-----►......... ---------<------ ----- w -------- ------- --------1
(a) Valid and invalid turns in (b) Valid and invalid turns in
even columns odd columns
Figure 2-3: Valid and invalid turns in Odd-Even
2.6 N on-M inim al O dd-Even
The concept of odd and even columns in the (minimal) odd-even algorithm has been used 
to design a  non-minimal odd-even algorithm (NMOE) [10]. This algorithm allows any turn  
at any point in the network as long as the turn  itself is valid in the current column and if 
after the turn, the packet can still reach its destination without taking an invalid turn. The 
idea is that by allowing extra paths to be available, even if the paths are non-minimal, the 
packet can reach its destination faster.
When the routing algorithm chooses an output port, it can choose a  direction from one 
of three sets. The first set contains directions tha t would have the packet follow a minimal 
path. The second set has the packet choose a direction th a t is 90° from a direction that 
follows a  minimal path (e.g., north is 90° from east). The third set is a direction th a t is 180° 
from a direction th a t follows a minimal path (e.g., west is 180° from east). Figure 2-4 shows 
two of the possible combinations of 0°, 90° and 180° directions. If the routing algorithm 
only uses directions from setO, the algorithm will act like the minimal odd-even algorithm.
The routing algorithm chooses which set and direction to  use by looking a t the input 
queue size of the router in that direction. Initially, the algorithm looks only at directions 
from the minimal set (setO). If there is an input port tha t is not full along a direction from 
the minimal set, the routing algorithm chooses th a t direction. If all input ports are full 
using directions from the minimal set, the routing algorithm will consider the directions 
in the 90° set (setl). If all those directions are not available, the routing algorithm will 
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Figure 2-4: Direction sets
the routing algorithm waits for the first valid direction tha t is available.
The pseudo code for populating the three sets is shown in Algorithms 5 through 11. 
The pseudo code for choosing a  direction from the three sets is shown in Algorithm 12.
A lg o rith m  5 Odd-even NM
1 setO =  setl =  set2 =  0
2 if at destination th e n
3 arrive
4 else if same column th e n
5 populate the sets using ’NMOE same column’ (Algorithm 6) 
e else if same row th e n
7  populate the sets using ’NMOE same row’ (Algorithm 7) 
s else if destination north east th e n
9 populate the sets using ’NMOE north east’ (Algorithm 8)
10 else if destination south east th e n
n populate the sets using ’NMOE south east’ (Algorithm 9)
12 else if  destination north west th e n
13 populate the sets using ’NMOE north west’ (Algorithm 10)
14 else if  destination south west th e n
is populate the sets using ’NMOE south west’ (Algorithm 11) 
io end  if
17 adaptively choose a direction from the three sets
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A lgorith m  6 NMOE same column
1 if  this column is odd th e n
2 if coming from the east th e n
3 setl * —  (setl U WEST)
4 en d  if
5 if  destination is south th e n
6 setO «- (setO U SOUTH)
7 else
8 setO <— (setO U NORTH)
9 end  if
10 else
11 setl «— (setl U WEST)
12 if destination is south th e n
13 setO <— (setO U SOUTH)
14 if column address is not 0 th e n
15 set2 «- (set2 U NORTH)
16 en d  if
17 else
18 setO <— (setO U NORTH)
19 if this column address is not 0 th e n
20 set2 +— (set2 U SOUTH)
21 en d  if
22 end  if
23 en d  if
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A lgorith m  7 NMOE same row
1 if  th is colum n is odd then
2  if  destination  is east then
3  setO <— (setO U E A ST )
4 if  destination  is more th an  1 colum n away then
5 s e t l  4-  ( s e t l  U NO RTH  U SO U T H )
6  end if
7 if  com ing from east then
8 set2  <— (set2 U W E ST )
9 end if
10 else
n setO * —  (setO U W E ST )
12 end if
13 else
14 if  destination  is east then  
is setO * —  (setO U E A ST )
io set2 <— (set2 U W E ST )
17 if  not com ing from w est then
is s e t l  4-  ( s e t l  U N O RTH  U SO U T H )
19 end if
20 else
21 setO <— (setO U W E ST )
22 s e t l  4 -  ( s e t l  U N O RTH  U SO U T H )
23 end if
24 end if
Algorithm  8  NMOE north east
1 if  this column is odd then
2  setO <— (setO U NORTH)
3 if  destination is more than 1  column away th en
4 setO <— (setO U EAST)
5 setl 4— (setl U SOUTH)
e end if
7  if  coming from east then
s s e t l  4— (setl U WEST)
9  end if
10 else
11 setO 4— (setO U EAST)
12 setl 4— (setl U WEST)
13 if  not coming from west then
14 setO 4— (setO U NORTH)




A lgorith m  9 NMOE south east
1 if this column is odd th e n
2 setO <— (setO U SOUTH)
3 if  destination is more than 1  column away th e n
4 setO <— (setO U EAST)
5 setl <— (setl U NORTH)
e en d  if
7 if  coming from east th e n
s setl <— (setl U WEST)
9  end  if
10 else
n setO «— (setO U EAST)
12 setl 4— (setl U WEST)
13 if  not coming from west th e n
14 setO *— (setO U SOUTH)
is setl <— (setl U NORTH)
io end  if
17 en d  if
A lg o rith m  10 NMOE north west
1 if  this column is odd th e n
2 setO 4— (setO U WEST)
3 else
4 setO ♦- (setO U WEST, NORTH)
5 setl <— (setl U SOUTH) 
e en d  if
A lg o rith m  11 NMOE south west
1 if  this column is odd th e n
2 setO <— (setO U WEST)
3 else
4 setO (setO U WEST U SOUTH)
5 setl 4— (setl U NORTH)
6 en d  if
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A lgorithm  12 Choice of direction for odd-even non-minimal [10]
1 for each set in setO, setl, set2 do
2 for each  direction d in the set do
3 if  the router’s input queue in tha t direction is not full th en
4 route the packet in tha t direction
5 en d  if
6 en d  for
7 end  for
8 loop
9 wait for valid direction where the router’s input queue in that direction is not full
10 en d  loop
2.7 D yX Y
Dynamic XY (DyXY) [11] does not prohibit any turns from the turn  model. Therefore, 
DyXY can deadlock, contrary to what the original paper claims. The authors of the orig­
inal paper did not have deadlock in their experiments because their NoC simulator used 
unbounded queues in the routers. The algorithm cannot livelock because only minimal 
paths are used.
If more than one minimal path exists between a source and destination router, the 
algorithm will route adaptively by using stress values. A router’s stress value is the current 
number of flits in all of the router’s queues. So for each routing decision where two possible 
outcomes are valid, DyXY will choose the router with the smaller stress value for the 
output. The algorithm goes in the horizontal direction if the stress values are the same. 
Algorithm 13 shows the pseudo code for DyXY.
2.8 A daptiv ity  o f R outing A lgorithm s
There are three levels of adaptivity for routing algorithms: not adaptive, partially adaptive, 
and fully adaptive [8 ]. An algorithm that is not adaptive has only one possible path for 
each source destination pair. An algorithm that is partially adaptive has a t least one source 
destination pair with more than one path. For an algorithm to  be considered fully adaptive, 
the algorithm must allow any path to be used between any source destination pair. XY is
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A lgorith m  13 DyXY
1 i f  at destination t h e n
2 arrive
3 e l s e  i f  destination  in sam e colum n t h e n
4 i f  destination  is north t h e n
5 go NORTH
6 e ls e
7 go SO U TH
8 e n d  i f
9 e l s e  i f  destination  is in  sam e row t h e n
10 i f  destination  is east th e n
11 go E A ST
12 e ls e
13 go W E ST
14 e n d  i f
is e ls e
io D ir l +— horizontal d irection o f  destination
17 Dir2 <— vertical d irection o f destination
is i f  stress o f D ir l <  stress o f D ir2 t h e n
19 go D ir l
20  e ls e
21 go Dir2
22 e n d  i f
23 e n d  i f
23
not adaptive; west-first, negative-first, odd-even, and DyXY are partially adaptive.
Adaptivity
XY MWe? 'F,r?  «. Odd-Even Odd-Even NM Negative-First DyXY
, 1 | 1
Deadlock Deadlock
Free Possible
Figure 2-5: Adaptivity of Existing Routing Algorithms
Figure 2-5 puts these six routing algorithms on a scale of adaptivity with the routing 
algorithms on the left side less adaptive than  the routing algorithms on the right. The line 
between odd-even NM and DyXY is the line of practicality. Routing algorithms on the 
right hand side of tha t line are not practical in a  real NoC; these routing algorithms are 
only useful for simulations. This is because DyXY could not actually be implemented in a  
NoC in a deadlock free way.
Odd-even is more adaptive than  both west-first and negative-first because on average 
odd-even has more paths between any source destination pair [9]. However, the added com­
plication off odd and even columns makes the odd-even routing algorithm more complicated 
than west-first or negative-first. In general, the more adaptive a practical routing algorithm 
is, the more complicated it is.
No fully adaptive algorithm has been defined that is deadlock free and does not use 
preemption or virtual channels [12].
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CHAPTER 3
W eighted N on-M inim al OddEven
Using the NMOE algorithm as the starting point, we have defined a new routing algorithm. 
The conclusion of the NMOE paper is tha t better decisions could be made when choosing 
a nonoptimal output port. We propose a new algorithm, called Weighted Non-Minimal 
OddEven (WeNMOE), which relies on five parameters to fine tune the behavior of the 
algorithm that calculates a routing cost for each output port. By combining and choosing 
the correct values for the parameters, the algorithm can choose a suitable output port when 
a packet is routed.
3.1 R outing Cost
The routing cost for a direction is based on the stress value for the neighboring router 
in that direction. This cost is modified by how full the corresponding input queue of the 
neighboring router is and whether the output port in tha t direction is along a non-minimal 
path:
routingCost(d, c) =  routerStress(neighbor(d), c) • queuePenalty(d) • dirPenalty(d) (3.1)
3.2 Stress Values
Stress values are used to guide the routing algorithm toward a route around congestion or 
faulty routers. The equation to calculate a router’s current stress a t cycle c is:
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currentStress(c) =  a  • queueStress(c) +  (1 — a) • neighborStresses(c) (3-2)
The current stress is a combination of how many flits are in the router and the stress 
values of neighboring routers. The neighbor weight parameter a, 0 <  a  <  1, determines the 
relative weight of these values. By including the stress value of neighbors in the calculation, 
the congestion of a router can be propagated to other parts of the network. For a  close 
to 1, the state of a router’s neighbors are not propagated as much as when a  is close to  0.
The queue stress of a  router is the total number of flits currently in the router divided 
by the maximum number of flits the router can contain:
^2 queueSize(c)
queueStress(c) =  m a ^ M e P U t s b Q u e n ( 8  <3-3)
The neighborStresses for a router is a function of all the stress values of the neighboring 
routers. For our algorithm, we use the average stress value of all the neighboring routers:
Y2 routerStress(neighbor, c — 1)
neighborStresses(c) =  neighboTS----------    (3.4)
v ' numNeighbors
The neighboring routers stress value is one cycle old. This is because the NoC needs
one cycle to transfer the stress value of a router to  its neighbors and makes the definition 
not circular.
The stress value that a router sends to its neighbors is calculated by by combining the
current stress of the router and the stress value of the router last cycle:
routerStress(c) =  /3 • routerStress(c — 1) +  (1 — 0) ■ currentStress(c) (3.5)
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The higher this value, the more congested the router is. The history weight parameter 
P ( 0  < ft < 1 ) determines the relative weight of the current stress value and the past 
stress value. By including past stress values, the stress value of a router does not change 
quickly and reflects the stress values of neighbors. This is because a  router’s stress value 
increases and decreases with respect to  the total number of flits in the router. When flits 
leave the current router, the flits most likely will have traveled to neighboring routers, which 
increases the stress value in the neighboring routers and decreases the stress value in the 
current router.
3.3 Q ueue Penalty
For a specific router, the same stress value is sent to all of the router’s neighbors. This 
tells the neighbors the overall state of the router, but not the details of the input port tha t 
directly affects the current router. The queuing penalty is used for this purpose:
queuePenalty(d) =  1 +  u> ■ - (3 .6 )
maxQueuebize
The queuePenalty describes how full the input port of the neighboring router is. For 
a given direction d, it is the queue occupancy in this direction, scaled such th a t 1  < 
queuePenalty < 1 +  u>. u> is called the queue penalty scale.
3.4 D irection P enalty
To influence the decision to take non-minimal paths, a function to penalize directions along 
a non-minimal path is used:
dirPenalty(d) =  <
1  if minimal path
1 +  7  if 90° from minimal path (3-7)
1  +  5 if 180° from minimal path
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Th direction penalty function returns a value greater than  or equal to  1 th a t describes 
how bad the direction d is relative to the minimal path. If d would have the packet follow a 
minimal path, the value is 1. If d is 90° from a minimal path (e.g., north is 90° from east) 
then this function returns 1  +  7  and ‘punishes’ the direction for not being along a  minimal 
path. This function does the same calculation for a  direction that is 180° from a minimal 
path. The parameters 7  and <5, 0 <  7  <  5, determine how severe the dirP enalty  is when 
not using a minimal path.
3.5 W eighted N on-M inim al OddEveri
The algorithm to choose a direction from the three sets in WeNMOE is:
A lg o rith m  14 Routing algorithm Weighted Non-Minimal OddEven
Populate the sets setO, setl, and set2 as is done in Algorithm 5 
triple_set =  0
for each set number in 0 , 1 , 2  do 
for each direction d in the set do 
triple_set <— (triplejset U (routingCost(d), d, set number)) 
end  for 
en d  for
triple =  Min^ triple_set {compare triples using (3.8)} 
route the packet in direction triple.d
First, the algorithm populates a triple set for each direction in each set. Then the lowest 
cost triple is found using:
(c\,Sx,di) -< (c2,S2,d2) = Cl < C 2  V(ci  =  C 2  A Si <  S2)V(ci  =  C 2 A S 1  =  S2 A dl < d2) (3.8)
First the triple with the smallest routing cost is chosen. If two triples have the same 
routing cost, then the triple with the lowest set number (closest to  the minimal path) is
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chosen. If two triples have the same set number and routing cost, then the direction with 
the highest priority is chosen. The priority of directions is (from highest to lowest) north, 
east, south, west and ensures th a t the algorithm remains deterministic.
3 .5 .1  D ifferen ces b e tw een  W eN M O E  a n d  N M O E
One difference between the NMOE and WeNMOE routing algorithms is tha t WeNMOE 
always chooses an output port a t the end of routing while NMOE may not choose an 
output port if all input queues are full. This difference is required because the decision 
NMOE makes to route a packet can be done in one cycle, where the decision WeNMOE 
makes may take multiple cycles. Therefore, if WeNMOE ended routing without making a 
decision, several cycles would have to be spent to route the packet again.
The second difference is that WeNMOE may choose a minimal path  over a  non-minimal 
path, even if the input queue along the minimal path  is full. This is because according to 
the routing cost, waiting some cycles for the minimal path to  be available may let a packet 
be delivered faster than taking a non-minimal path.
3 .5 .2  C onfigurin g  W eN M O E  as N M O E
The proposed algorithm can be configured to be similar to  NMOE in most cases. The only 
case where the algorithms would act differently is when the original algorithm would not 
choose an output port and the proposed algorithm would.





This is because no us value can make the original function have binary outputs. In 
additipn, queueStress function would be set to  a constant value of 1 :
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queueStress(c) =  1 (3.10)
The other parameters would be set as follows:
•  0 =  0 
•  8 =  0 
•  7 =  0
The history weight value is 0 to ignore past values and there are no penalties to  choosing 
non-minimal paths. These changes are required to ignore all values except queuePenalty 
when determining an output port.
The routing values and stress values used in this algorithm can be used in other 2D 
mesh routing algorithms. If the routing algorithm uses non-minimal paths, no changes are 
required. If the routing algorithm uses only minimal paths, the dirPenalty function should 
be removed from the routing cost equation and (3.1) replaced by (3.11):
routingCost(d) =  stress(neighbor(d), c — 1) • queuePenalty (d) (3.11)
Alternatively, 7  and 5 may be set to 0.
3.6 Im plem entation on a N oC
A NoC that implements Weighted Non-Minimal OddEven needs to send the stress value of 
a router to its neighbors every cycle. In addition, a  credit based system is needed between 
the output and input ports as in NMOE. A credit system allows an input port and an 
output port to communicate so the output port will not send flits over the wire if there are 




E xperim ental Fram ework
A simulator was implemented based on the NoC model described in Chapter 1 and can 
perform the measurements described in this chapter. In addition, this simulator implements 
deadlock detection, basic fault generation, and basic verification of results.
4.1 Experim ents
Each experiment starts with an empty NoC and is done using one packet injection rate, one 
traffic pattern, and one routing algorithm.
The packet injection rate represents the probability each router has to  generate a  new 
packet every cycle. For example, a  packet injection rate of 2% means every cycle each router 
has a 2 % chance to generate a packet.
Traffic patterns are functions th a t take the source for a packet and produce a destination. 
Table 4-1 shows the traffic patterns used and their definitions. In this table, i and j  represent 
the row and column coordinates of a source router.
Bit reverse traffic takes the source row and columns bits, reverses the bits of them, and 
transposes the reversed results. Hotspot traffic sends traffic to  a router chosen from a small 
set of destination routers using a uniform distribution. Complement traffic takes the row 
and column coordinates and subtracts then from the total number of rows minus 1  and 
the total number of columns minus 1  respectively to  produce the destination coordinates. 
Transpose traffic uses the source’s row address as the destination’s column address and the 
source’s column address as the destination’s row address. Uniform random  traffic randomly 
chooses a destination router according to  a uniform distribution.
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B it Reverse
Src: (i, j )  —*■ Dest: (rev(j), rev(i))
Take the source row and column bits, reverse them, and transpose them
H otspot (D )
Src: (i , j )  —* Dest: random router from set D
Send traffic to a router uniformly chosen from a set of possible destination routers
Com plem ent
Src (i, j )  -» Dest: (R O W S - I  -  i, C O LS  -  1 -  j )
Subtract source row and column from total number of rows and columns
Transpose
Src: (i, j )  -> Dest: (j, i)
Source row is the destination column and source column is destination row
Uniform  Random
Src: (*, j )  -y  (RAND, RAND)
Uniformly choose a random destination row and column
Table 4-1: Traffic Patterns
4.2 M easures
Many measurements can be used to evaluate the results of an experiment. These measure­
ments include calculating the packet arrival rate, the number of misroutes during network 
operation, the number of different paths used between a source and destination, the to tal 
number of flits in the network, and the average packet latency. The two measures used here 
are the average number of flits in the network and the average packet latency, although 
other measures were used to validate the experiments.
4 .2 .1  A v era g e  N u m b er  o f  F lits  in  th e  N e tw o rk
The average number of flits in the network describes the stability of the routing algorithm 
for a specific packet injection rate. If the average number of flits is stable throughout the 
experiment, the routing algorithm is able to route packets at least as fast as packets are 
injected into the network. This can be shown by plotting the number of flits in the network
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at each cycle and fitting a line to the plot. (Figure 4-1 is a plot of this and is from an 
experiment using the XY routing algorithm and uniform random traffic. If the average 
number of flits in the network is not increasing, the thick line across the plot will have a 
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Figure 4-1: Total number of flits in the network for packet injection rate 1%
As the packet injection rate increases, the fit line will have a larger y-intercept because 
the average number of packets in the network also increases. The slope of the line also 
stays close to 0 as long as the routing algorithm can route packets fast enough. However, 
if the routing algorithm cannot route packets fast enough, the slope increases (Figure 4-2). 
Because the slope is not close the 0, the average number of packets in the network grows to 
infinity over time.
The performance of a  routing algorithm cannot be measured if the slope of the fit line 
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Figure 4-2: Total number of flits in the network for packet injection rate 2%
packets faster than they are generated. At this point, the network is saturated.
4 .2 .2  P ack et L a ten cy
Packet latency is the time it takes for a packet to be delivered, measured from the packet’s 
generation to the delivery of the tail flit. The formula to calculate the latency d for each 
packet is:
d =  di +  ^  ] {dh +  dq(r) +  1) +  dd (4-1)
r&path
di is number of cycles the packet is waiting in the core’s queue after generation. Injection 
of a packet occurs when the head flit is added to a  router’s queue. It is possible th a t a 
packet is generated and immediately injected into the router (di =  0) because the router’s 
queue has free space.
The sum represents the total latency of events that occur at each router along the 
packets path. These events are routing, queuing, and wire transfer. Routing takes dh cycles
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and is dependent on the routing algorithm used. dq(r) is the queuing wait, the time spent 
waiting in queues (not including routing) for router r. The more congestion on a  network, 
the higher dqr. The last term is constant and represent the time it takes for flits to travel 
across a wire.
dd is the number of cycles the network needs to  finish delivery of the packet. It is equal 
to the length of the packet minus two. This is because when a flit is being delivered, there 
is no wire transfer (minus 1 to offset the sum) and a  flit can be delivered the last cycle of 
routing (minus 1 to not double count cycles).
4 .2 .3  P ack et L a ten cy  at M an y  In je c tio n  R a te s
To easily see when a routing algorithm breaks down, the average packet latency can be 
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Figure 4-3: Average latency for XY in a 9x9 mesh
There are three parts to a plot that show how well a routing algorithm functions. The 
first part is at low packet injection rates, when the routing algorithm can route packets
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faster than the core can generate packets (0.5% to  about 7% in Figure 4-3). The second 
part is when the cores are generating packets at packet injection rates near the limit tha t 
routing algorithm can route packets (7.5% to about 8%in Figure 4-3). The final part is 
when the routing algorithm cannot keep up with the number of packets being injected, the 
network is saturated, and the average number of flits in the network is not stable.
The most significant part of this plot is the second part, where the limits of the routing 
algorithms plotted are reached. This part determines the highest injection rate the routing 
algorithm can handle.
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(b) Algorithms do cross
Figure 4-4: Important differences when comparing multiple algorithms
To compare multiple algorithms, each algorithm’s average packet latency is plotted 
against the packet injection rate on the same plot. There are two differences to look for on 
these plots: the stable difference and the breakdown difference (Figure 4-4).
The stable difference shows how much better one algorithm is than  another when the 
average number of flits in the network is stable. In both subfigures, algorithm X is better.
The breakdown difference describes how much better a routing algorithm is a t packet 
injection rates that cause break down. In Figure 4-4(a), algorithm X is better than the 












0.1 5.951 0.556 5.556 0.595 1.071 7.1
0.2 5.949 1.112 5.560 1.190 1.070 7.0
0.3 5.911 1.670 5.566 1.773 1.062 6.2
0.4 5.936 2.243 5.607 2.374 1.059 5.9
0.5 5.945 2.806 5.612 2.973 1.059 5.9
0.6 5.946 3.361 5.601 3.567 1.061 6.1
0.7 5.927 3.905 5.578 4.149 1.063 6.3
0.8 5.951 4.488 5.610 4.761 1.061 6.1
0.9 5.951 5.062 5.625 5.356 1.058 5.8
1.0 5.962 5.630 5.630 5.962 1.059 5.9
1.1 5.971 6.201 5.637 6.568 1.059 5.9
1.2 5.943 6.734 5.612 7.131 1.059 5.9
1.3 5.956 7.300 5.616 7.742 1.061 6.1
1.4 5.964 7.875 5.625 8.350 1.060 6.0
1.5 5.961 8.440 5.626 8.942 1.060 6.0
1.6 5.965 9.011 5.632 9.545 1.059 5.9
1.7 5.967 9.566 5.627 10.144 1.060 6.0
1.8 5.956 10.124 5.624 10.721 1.059 5.9
1.9 5.958 10.694 5.628 11.320 1.059 5.9
Table 4-2: Little’s Law results
Figure 4-4(b) shows a tradeoff between algorithm X and Y. For smaller packet injection 
rates, algorithm Y is worse, but can support higher injection rates before breakdown.
4.3 L ittle’s Law
Little’s law states, “the average number of customers in a  queuing system is equal to  the 
average arrival rate of customers to  th a t system, times the average time spent in th a t 
system” [13]. In an equation representing NoC, this is N  = W \  where N  is the average 
number of packets in the network, A is the packet injection rate, and W  is the average 
latency for packets.
For Little’s Law to be applicable, the system has to be stable. In NoC this means th a t 
the slope of the line in the number of flits in a network must be close to  0.
Experiments were run and results are gathered in Table 4-2. These experiments used
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the XY routing algorithm. The packet injection rate was varied from 0.1% to 1.9% and the 
packet length was one. The first three columns are the results from the experiment, the 
next two columns are the calculated results, and the last two columns are the ratios of the 
calculated results to the actual results and the percent error. The ratios are close to 1 and 




E xperim ental Evaluation
Parameters for WeNMOE were chosen by running experiments with bit reverse traffic with 
queue length of 1 and changing the values until no more improvement was found. The 
parameters used in WeNMOE are shown in Table 5-1.
The following experiments compare WeNMOE, using the set values from Table 5-1, 
against other routing algorithms. These experiments use different traffic patterns and in­
jection rate. All experiments have a queue size of 1 and a packet size of 5. The network 
sizes used are 8x8 and 9x9. Using different sizes of the network allow the effects of having 
even or odd columns on the right most edge to be seen when using the odd-even based 
routing algorithms.
5.1 B it R everse
Experiments with bit reverse traffic were generated for flit injection rates between 0.5% and 
11.5% at 0.25% increments for the 8x8 network.
The source and destination pairs tha t bit reverse traffic generates is shown in Figure 5- 
2. As is shown in the figure, this type of traffic generates small hotspots throughout the 
network.
Symbol Value Name
a 0.01 Neighbor Weight
0 0.3 History Weight
7 1.25 Direction Penalty 90°
8 2 Direction Penalty 180°
uj 2 Queue Penalty Scale
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Figure 5-1: Bit reverse traffic on a 8x8  mesh
WeNMOE out performs all other algorithms on this type of traffic. This is because 
WeNMOE can route around the hotspots generated by bit reverse traffic.
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(a) Transpose traffic on a 4x4 network (b) Transpose traffic on a 5x5 network
Figure 5-3: Source and destination pairs for transpose traffic
5.2 Transpose
Experiments with transpose traffic were generated for flit injection rates between 0.5% and 
12% at 0.25% increments for 8x8 and between 0.1% and 2% at 0.05% increments for 9x9. 
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Figure 5-5: Transpose traffic on a 9 x 9  mesh
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5.3 Uniform  R andom
(b) Uniform random traffic 5x5 network(a) Uniform random traffic on a 4x4 network
Figure 5-6: Example of source and destination pairs for uniform random traffic
Experiments with uniform random traffic were generated for flit injection rates between 
3% and 12% at 0.25% increments. At 12%, all routing algorithms being tested have broken 
down. There is no large difference between results on a 9x9  or 10x10 network size.
A possible uniform traffic distribution is shown in Figure 5-6.
XY outperforms all other routing algorithms for uniform random traffic and WeNMOE 
performs second best. XY performs better because WeNMOE attem pts to  make smart 
choices on where to route packets, but the smart choices are not needed because the traffic 
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Figure 5-7: Uniform random traffic on a 8x8 mesh
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Figure 5-8: Uniform random traffic on a 9 x9  mesh
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5.4 C om plem ent
(b) Complement on a 5x5 network(a) Complement traffic on a 4x4 network
Figure 5-9: Source and destination pairs for complement traffic
Experiments with complement traffic were generated for flit injection rates between 
0.05% and 8% for 9x9 and between 0.3% and 8%. Both increase at 0.25% increments. At 
8%, all routing algorithms being tested have broken down.
The source and destination pairs generated by complement are shown in Figure 5-9. 
This type of traffic generates a large hotspot in the center.
As is the same with uniform random, XY performs the best for this type of traffic, WeN­
MOE performs second best. XY performs better because it naturally avoids the hotspots 
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Figure 5-11: Complement traffic on a 9 x 9  mesh
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5.5 H otspot
Two types of hotspot traffic were generated, where the destinations are the four corners 
of the network (Figure 5-12) and where the destinations axe the four corners of the center 
square (Figure 5-13).
On the 8x8 networks, WeNMOE and NMOE have the same performance and outper­
form all other algorithms as expected. These routing algorithms can route around heavily 
congested spots. However, on the 9x9 networks, WeNMOE outperforms NMOE. This 
difference may be attributed to the same difference between NMOE and WeNMOE th a t 
affected the transpose traffic.
(b) Hotspot traffic on a 5 x 5 network(a) Hotspot traffic on a 4x4 network
Figure 5-12: Example of source and destination pairs for hotspot traffic to corners of a 
network
5.6 W eN M O E and N M O E
The reason WeNMOE outperforms NMOE consistently (the breakdown difference), is be­
cause WeNMOE always chooses an output port where NMOE does not. W hen the packet 
injection rate gets to large enough values, NMOE waits for the first open input port, which
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(a) Hotspot traffic on a 4x4 network (b) Hotspot traffic on a 5x5 network
Figure 5-13: Example of source and destination pairs for hotspot traffic to  the center of a 
network
has a chance to be along a  non-minimal path  where WeNMOE will choose a  minimal path 
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Figure 5-14: Hotspot traffic sending to the four corners on a  8x8  mesh
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A Network on chip (NoC) moves data among components of a single chip. NoC uses a 
regular layout of routers and employs routing algorithms to  direct packets consisting of flits 
through the network. NoCs face many challenges including congestion, faults, deadlock, and 
livelock. To avoid congestion and faults, adaptive routing algorithms route packets around 
congested or faulty routers. In order to prevent deadlock and livelock, routing algorithms 
on a 2D mesh can use the turn model [8] th a t prohibits certain turns in a NoC to avoid 
dependency cycles.
The non-minimal odd-even routing algorithm (NMOE) [10], adaptively chooses a direc­
tion to route a  packet and is deadlock free because it is based on the tu rn  model. This thesis 
shows how the performance of NMOE can be improved by using more information to make 
the decision to choose a direction. The proposed routing algorithm, Weighted Non-Minimal 
OddEven (WeNMOE), improves on NMOE by adding a routing cost estimation mechanism. 
The routing cost of each output port is based on the router’s stress value, the state  of the 
input port in the next router, and whether the direction is on a minimal path or not.
A router’s stress value is an exponential weighted average of the current stress of the 
router and past stresses. The history weight f3 controls which stress value affects the router’s 
stress more. The current stress of a router is the weighted sum of the to ta l number of flits in 
the router divided by the maximum possible flits in the router and the average router stress 
of the four neighboring routers. The neighbor weight a  controls how much stress values of 
neighboring routers affect the current router’s stress.
The queue penalty describes how full the input port on the next router is. The queue 
weight u> controls how much the queue penalty affects the routing cost.
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The direction penalty of an output port is a function that returns a value tha t depends 
on the possible direction relative to a minimal path. There are three possible values, 1, if 
the direction is on a minimal path, 1 +  7  if the direction is 90° from a m in im al path  and 
1 +  5 if the direction is 180° from a minimal path.
Using a simulator developed to evaluate 2D mesh NoC routing algorithms, WeNMOE 
was compared with the NMOE, XY, negative-first, west-first, and odd-even algorithms. The 
experiments were on two different network sizes, 8 x 8  and 9 x 9 ,  and used different traffic 
patterns: bit reverse, hotspots, complement, transpose, and uniform random. WeNMOE 
outperforms all existing routing algorithms under all traffic patterns listed above with the 
exception of only two (complement and uniform random) where XY performed better. 
This is due to the uniformity of the traffic load on those patterns, which causes adaptive 
algorithms to create congestion tha t normally does not exist.
WeNMOE has a few limitations as well. Since the routing algorithm has more choices 
for possible directions, more hardware would be required to  implement WeNMOE on a 
NoC. In addition, the floating point based routing cost would have to be done using integer 
arithmetic.
In future work, more types of traffic should be explored to  evaluate WeNMOE and to 
better understand its benefits and drawbacks. These traffic patterns can include hotspot 
traffic on top of uniform random traffic and hotspots distributed randomly throughout the 
network. In addition, different values for the parameters of WeNMOE should be evaluated. 
The current values are based on WeNMOE’s performance for bit reverse traffic, and may 
not provide the best performance for other types of traffic. Furthermore, the method used 
to generate the routing cost, queue penalty, and direction weight should be further explored 
to see if different approaches would result in better performance.
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